A completed Nord Stream 2 pipeline will have an impact on a number of issues, from national and energy security to geopolitical and governance considerations, all while the gas supply will hardly be impacted with costs already sunk. Does the pipeline make commercial sense?
WHAT WILL THE IMPACT BE IF NORD STREAM 2 IS COMPLETED?

The effects of the completion of the gas pipeline Nord Stream 2 (NS2) from St. Petersburg to Germany through the Baltic Sea will be numerous. The most important of these will involve national security, energy security, geopolitics, European Union (EU) energy policy, and governance, while the gas supply will hardly be impacted and the costs are already sunk—the only question is who will benefit from transit revenues. Numerous countries would be impacted, notably Belarus, Germany, Poland, Russia, and Ukraine, but also Eastern Europe as a whole, the European Union, and the United States. A controversial aspect is the application of US sanctions against subjects in allied countries.

NATIONAL SECURITY. Presumably, national security is the most important effect of a possible completion of NS2. Both the Ukrainian transit line and the Belarusian-Polish gas pipeline are likely to be abandoned. That would give Russia a freer hand for military actions in Ukraine and Belarus. The West as a whole has a vital interest in avoiding such a development. Needless to say, major Russian military aggression in Ukraine or Belarus would endanger the national security of Europe. If Gazprom stops transporting gas through Ukraine or Belarus and the Ukrainian transit pipeline is being abandoned, that risk grows considerably.

EUROPE’S ENERGY SECURITY would be seriously undermined by the pipeline’s completion. In 2019, the twenty-seven EU members’ total demand for natural gas peaked at 390 billion cubic meters (bcm). Because of the strong EU climate policy, it is unlikely to reach that level again. In 2019, Russian gas supplies to the twenty-seven EU members also peaked at 168 bcm, or 43 percent of total EU natural-gas consumption. In 2021, the anticipated Russian natural-gas exports to the EU amount to 135 bcm and are expected to decline gradually to 120 bcm a year by 2030. The decline is not likely to be precipitous because Central Europe will replace some coal with gas, and Germany some nuclear power with gas, but no increase is expected.

Out of a maximum annual Russian gas supply of 135 bcm, 110 bcm—81 percent—could pass through the two Nord Stream pipelines. Given that Gazprom is notorious for cutting gas supply in the middle of the winter, this is an impermissible energy security risk. As Gazprom has done every so often with former Soviet republics, Russia can use Nord Stream for political or financial extortion. Even if Gazprom is not being malicious, an accident can occur. This concern about excessive concentration in one pipeline system did not exist when only NS1 existed. It is the addition of NS2 that raises the supply risk above the acceptable level.

THE GEOPOLITICAL EFFECT of the completion could be devastating. Russia’s obvious intention has been to form an alliance with Germany and Austria (also with the Netherlands and Belgium) against Eastern and Northern Europe. NS2 is Russia’s most daring attempt to break up the EU. The Kremlin has provided all the evidence. In October 2015, Germany’s then-Minister of Economy and Energy Sigmar Gabriel met with Russian President Vladimir Putin at his residence Novo-Ogaryovo outside of Moscow. The Kremlin quoted Gabriel as saying: “Mr. [Alexei] Miller and Mr. Matthias Warnig will continue to pursue the Nord Stream 2 project. This is in our interests...What’s most important as far as legal issues are concerned is that we strive to ensure that all this remains under the competence of the German authorities, if possible. So if we can do this, then opportunities for external meddling will be limited. And we are in a good negotiating position on this matter.”

These reported remarks, coming just weeks after the announcement of Nord Stream 2 in mid-2015, clarify that this is a geopolitical project. Since the United States enjoys support in its opposition to NS2 from a majority of EU members, US sanctions will not split the United States from the EU. Gabriel is a Social Democrat, and so was his mentor, Gerhard Schröder. Immediately after the Social Democrats lost the parliamentary elections in 2005, Schröder decided to issue the permit for the construction of Nord Stream 1. Just after he had resigned, Putin appointed him chairman of the shareholders’ committee of Nord
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Stream AG, a Swiss company fully owned by Gazprom. Since then, Schröder has acted as Putin’s chief lobbyist in Germany. It is difficult to comprehend how a NATO government could accept any part of this, and it is remarkable that Germany, the otherwise most multilateral of the large EU countries, has acted so unilaterally for so long. Fortunately, Germany is not united around NS2. Apart from Schröder, the only full-sledged support comes from the extreme right, the Alternative for Germany, and the extreme left, Die Linke. The Greens are united against NS2, and the Free Democrats are predominantly negative. Angela Merkel’s Christian Democratic Union (CDU) is split, and probably mainly against the pipeline. Norbert Röttgen, a CDU member of parliament (MP) and chairman of the Bundestag’s Committee for Foreign Affairs, said that the completion of NS2 “would be the ultimate confirmation for Vladimir Putin that he is pursuing exactly the right policy because the West is doing nothing.”

As the outstanding German journalist Josef Joffe notes: “Merkel has maneuvered Germany into isolation.” He adds: “The court of supply and demand may issue this definitive verdict: no need for another pipeline. If so, Nord Stream 2 may just rot away underneath the Baltic—a monument to greed and folly.”

EUROPEAN ENERGY POLICY. NS2 violates the market-oriented EU energy policy, which requests complete unbundling of pipelines and gas production, because NS2 is fully owned by Gazprom, the gas producer and supplier. Gazprom has all along opposed the EU policy of unbundling and marketization, preferring long-term contracts of take-or-pay over decades, and of course its monopolization. Gazprom’s allies in Europe have been only four governments—those of Austria, Belgium, Germany, and the Netherlands (and, intermittently, France), and five big energy companies—Austrian OMV, German Wintershall and Uniper, Royal Dutch Shell, and French Engie. It is a mystery how Europe can allow a handful of countries and big energy companies to jeopardize its national security, geopolitical objectives, energy policy, and climate policy.

Fortunately, strong market forces oppose these protagonists of oligopolization and high gas prices. If NS2 is not completed, the European Commission can more easily implement EU gas marketization, which will be important both for EU energy efficiency and for the reduction of greenhouse gases. Europe’s gas trade had been marketized thanks to extension of pipelines, converters, reversed flow, and more storage. Gazprom claims that gas is scarce, but gas is abundant. Gazprom used to set the price through long-term contracts, but today the spot market for liquified natural gas (LNG) is the price setter. The gas price vacillates, but until 2014 it was $400–$500 per bcm, while it fluctuates around $200 per bcm, or half as much, today.

Conversely, the value or Russia’s total gas exports has plummeted, from a peak of $69 billion in 2008 to only $25 billion in 2020. In 2019, 73 percent of all Gazprom’s gas exports went to the twenty-seven EU members, which would amount to a total cost of $18 billion in 2020. Given that EU total imports were $2.3 trillion, this is merely 0.8 percent of total EU imports, while it was 5.4 percent of Russia’s total exports, and Russia cannot export this gas anywhere else. Thus, Gazprom is completely dependent on Europe, while EU countries can easily purchase gas elsewhere. What used to be a seller’s market has become a purchaser’s market.
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GOVERNANCE. NS2 has had a corrosive impact on governance in Germany, Austria, and the Netherlands, which have all suffered from severe top-level corruption from Gazprom and Russia. In Germany, Schröder stands out. The chief executive officer (CEO) of Nord Stream AG is Putin’s old friend, Matthias Warnig, from the East German secret police (Stasi) in Dresden. Schröder and Warnig are Putin’s foremost, and presumably best paid, agents in Europe. The completion of NS2 will further enhance Kremlin influence in the German business community. In Austria, a number of prominent former politicians have started working for Russian state companies after their retirement. Gazprom’s way of doing business is so devious and nontransparent that any advance for this company would be damaging for Europe. Both Gazprom and NS2 involve corruption risks that should not be permitted in societies that claim to support the rule of law.

An egregious example of dubious governance is the establishment by the government of the northern German state of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania of a state-owned “climate” foundation. This “foundation for climate and environment protection” is supposed to facilitate the completion of NS2. The state will put up €200,000, while Nord Stream 2 AG, which is wholly owned by Gazprom, has provided €20 million. How can this be legal? Germany should have laws against such foreign-government intrusion.

The Russian threat to European governance is not limited to NS2. Gazprom is engaged in similar nefarious activities with TurkStream in Bulgaria and Serbia. In Hungary, Prime Minister Viktor Orbán suddenly changed his policy on Russia after he agreed to purchase a new nuclear-power station from Russia after a private meeting with Putin in Moscow.
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in January 2014. Since then, Hungary has declined drastically in Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index.

GAS SUPPLY. Ironically, the gas supply from Russia to the EU will be least impacted. It has declined since 2019, and is likely to stay at a level of about 135 bcm a year for a few years and then decrease as Europe moves rapidly toward decarbonization.

Gazprom already has a massive oversupply of pipelines to the EU. The transit pipeline through Ukraine has a capacity of at least 120 bcm a year, and nominally of 160 bcm a year. The Yamal-Europe pipeline that goes through Belarus and Poland has a capacity of 33 bcm a year. Both of these pipelines function perfectly well, while fully owned Russian NS1 has faced repeated interruptions. NS1 and NS2 together will have a capacity of 110 bcm a year.

Gazprom’s newly built TurkStream with two pipes has a capacity of 31.5 bcm a year, though only half (that is, 15.75 bcm) is meant for Europe. Thus, Russia has installed and almost completed a gas-pipeline capacity to Europe of possibly up to 319 bcm a year to transport 135 bcm a year. That is 136 percent more than needed, which is a massive waste that makes no commercial sense. This does not include the two pipelines solely designed for Turkey, Blue Stream and Turk Stream 1.

THE FINANCIAL EFFECTS if NS2 is completed or not will be significant, but not major. They fall into two groups. One group is redistribution of transit fees in the case of completion of NS2. The other is the sunk construction costs of NS2.

Traditionally, Ukraine has made $3 billion a year on transit fees, which have fallen to less than $2 billion a year now that Russia has reduced its transit volumes after having cut its supplies and diverted them to NS1. Poland and Belarus probably each receive transit fees of about $500 million a year, though Gazprom has seized ownership of the pipeline through Belarus. With the completion of NS2, Germany would receive transit fees on the order of $2 billion a year to transport gas to Southern and Eastern European countries that might have been forced to pay slightly more for the Russian gas. There is also a risk that the completion of NS2 will aggravate monopoly effects, about which the European commissioner for competition policy has complained at length.

In December 2019, Gazprom and Naftogaz concluded a five-year agreement on gas transit through Ukraine. Gazprom committed to ship 65 bcm in 2020, and then 40 bcm in 2021 and in each subsequent year until 2024. Gazprom complied with its contracted obligations in 2020, but it had a commercial interest in doing so. Given Gazprom’s record of patently breaking its agreements, this is no reassurance. Nor is Gazprom able to provide any credible guarantee.

In 1997, Gazprom suffered from a surplus of gas. Then, it stopped accepting any gas supplies or transit from Turkmenistan for one and a half years, while Turkmenistan had no other outlet. Russia ended its blockade only after Turkmenistan had built an alternative pipeline to Iran. In the spring of 2009, gas was plentiful again. This time Turkmenistan’s pipeline to Russia “accidentally” blew up because Gazprom stopped taking Turkmenistan’s contracted gas without informing Turkmenistan. The President of Turkmenistan learned his lesson. Now, China has built a large pipeline to Turkmenistan, so that it does not have to rely upon Russia any longer.

Why wouldn’t Gazprom do the same to Ukraine? The operation of the transit pipeline requires a reasonably steady flow, which Russia never provides. Gazprom could stop for half a year, which would stop the gas transit from functioning, and then complain that Ukraine does not fulfill its contract obligations. Considering that Gazprom regularly loses multi-billion-dollar arbitration conflicts in Stockholm, Gazprom cannot be trusted.

Because of various legal intricacies, Gazprom was forced to take full ownership of NS2. It was supposed to cost about €9.5 billion, but is probably closer to €11 billion.

---

billion. Gazprom is supposed to finance half of NS2 on its own, while its five Western partner companies are supposed to lend €950 million each to the project.\(^8\) The big legal question is who, if anybody, becomes liable if the project is stopped. If US sanctions stop it, as currently seems likely, nobody is likely to be held responsible, because so far nobody has managed to successfully sue the US Treasury Department over sanctions. If the German government stops the project, it might become liable, since it has previously approved of NS2. A third option is that the European Union, in one of its many forms, blocks the project. It is unlikely that the EU would be liable, as it has never really approved of NS2 but was overrun by the German government.

**US SANCTIONS IN ALLIED COUNTRIES.** During the Cold War, Western companies that violated the Western sanctions on technology supplies to the Soviet Bloc were frequently sanctioned. Similar US sanctions have continued.

In 2014, the US Treasury Department sanctioned Putin’s cronies Gennady Timchenko and Boris Rotenberg in its Ukraine-related sanctions on Russia, although both are Finnish citizens. At least in public, the Finnish government has kept quiet.

In 2015, the US Treasury Department sanctioned a Swedish lawyer, Sven Olsson, for having worked with Putin crony Gennady Timchenko.\(^9\) Nobody seems to have protested.

In December 2019, the Treasury Department sanctioned Aivaras Lembergs, presumably the wealthiest oligarch in Latvia, designating him for being

---

\(^8\) Wettengel, “Gas Pipeline Nord Stream 2 Links Germany to Russia, but Splits Europe.”

“directly or indirectly engaged in, corruption, including the misappropriation of state assets, the expropriation of private assets for personal gain, corruption related to government contracts or the extraction of natural resources, or bribery.”

At the same time, the US Treasury Department sanctioned prominent Slovak businessman Marián Kočner “for being responsible for or complicit in, or having directly or indirectly engaged in, serious human rights abuse. Kočner threatened Ján Kuciak, a reporter who was investigating Kočner’s corrupt dealings.” In 2020, Marián Kočner was acquitted of ordering the 2018 killing of Ján Kuciak. That verdict appears to have said more about the frailty of the Slovak judicial system than about the guilt of the suspect.

In each of these cases, the host countries kept quiet, happy that the United States sanctioned those whom they were too weak to punish themselves. For unknown reasons, Finland did not act against Timchenko and Rotenberg. Sweden had no law according to which Sven Olsson could be prosecuted. Latvian prosecutors had tried to prosecute Lembergs for corruption since 2006, but the Latvian state is too weak to pass on a verdict on the richest man in the land, whose closely connected party had been part of almost all coalition governments. Similarly, the Slovak state was too weak to prosecute Kočner.

Friends help friends, and allies help allies. Apparently, the German state is too weak or does not have adequate laws to prosecute Schröder and Warnig, although they are Putin’s foremost representatives in Europe. The United States should step in and sanction them, just as it has done in Finland, Latvia, Slovakia, and Sweden. It could sanction Schröder and Warnig either on the basis of the Ukraine-linked sanctions or according to the Global Magnitsky Act. Austria needs some assistance too, but that is discussed in another report. Exactly as the EU aspires to support the rule of law in member countries, the United States should assist its allies with rule-of-law issues.

Conversely, the United States has just strengthened the Western Alliance by sanctioning NS2. In the last two US Defense Acts, two important acts sanctioning NS2 were included—the Protecting Europe’s Energy Security Act at the end of 2019, and the Protecting Europe’s Energy Security Clarification Act of 2020—which effectively allow the sanctioning of all involvement with NS2. Most of the possible targets for sanctions are Russian entities. Germany and the EU should appreciate that the United States has resolved a problem they appear too weak to resolve on their own.

CONCLUSION. The Nord Stream 2 pipeline makes no commercial sense. Since Russian gas supplies to Europe are unlikely to increase, there is no need for more gas pipelines from Russia to Europe. NS2 serves two aims—geopolitics and dubious business interests. Neither is acceptable. The geopolitical aim is to facilitate Russian military actions in Ukraine and Belarus, to cut off Germany politically from the EU and the United States, and to corrupt important leading voices, especially members of the German and Austrian elite. Nor should Europe accept facilitating the enrichment of Putin’s personal friends through the construction of an unnecessary and overpriced pipeline. The only surprising thing is that Germany has such poor governance that this project has been able to proceed so far. The German elections this fall might strengthen the Green Party to such an extent that Germany will walk away from this project. If not, the Joe Biden administration should implement the sanctions mandated by bipartisan action in Congress and stop the project.
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